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In [1], we have shown that cosmic magnetic fields are a
natural consequence of inflation. Our results have been
criticized in a recent comment [2]. We show that the
arguments raised against the validity of our results are
incorrect.
1. The statement in [2], that at the beginning of the
inflationary expansion the modes that are outside the
(Hubble) horizon are not physically relevant, is physi-
cally incorrect. From the beginning to the end of in-
flation, both sub- and superhorizon modes are physical.
This is because the presence of a Hubble horizon during
an inflationary phase (not necessarily a de Sitter phase)
just prevents two given observers separated at a certain
time by a physical distance greater than the Hubble ra-
dius H−1 to “communicate” from that time on, to wit
they are causally disconnected. In particular, if they
are causally disconnected at the beginning of inflation,
they will never communicate during inflation. This, how-
ever, simply means that superhorizon modes are not self-
correlated, in the sense that, even if they extend over re-
gions of spacetime greater than the Hubble volume, they
cannot be used to causally connect regions in spacetime
that are not causally connected. Moreover, inflation is
not without end. Modes that were superhorizon during
inflation begin eventually to re-enter the horizon after in-
flation, and early causally-disconnected observers begin
eventually to communicate. Therefore, the introduction
in [2] of an infrared cut-off kmin to remove superhorizon
modes at the beginning of inflation is physically unjusti-
fied.
2. The magnetic power spectrum Pphys(k,m) is not
a physical quantity, as it is clearly seen from the fact
that it depends on the unphysical regulator photon mass
m. It becomes a physical quantity just in the limit of
vanishing mass m, in which case it is positive defined.
Nevertheless, the procedure of renormalization could give
rise to negative power spectra. There is, however, no
physical and/or mathematical reason why a renormal-
ized power spectrum has to be positive defined. In quan-
tum physics in Minkowski spacetime the positivity of the
power spectrum is assured by the well-known Wiener-
Khinchine theorem (see [3] for notations). When the ap-
plicability hypotheses of this theorem are satisfied, we
have a positive-defined spectrum, and this comes from
the positivity of the correlation function of Fourier trans-
formed fields, C(t−t′,k,k′), in the coincident limit t → t′.
In quantum fields theory in curved spacetime, the ap-
plicability hypotheses of the Wiener-Khinchine theorem
are not generally satisfied in the case of renormalized
correlators. This is because the renormalized correla-
tor Cphys(0,k,k
′) is, in general, not positive defined in
the limit t → t′, since it is given by difference between
the exact correlation function and the adiabatic one,
Cphys(0,k,k
′) = 〈Fˆ 2(t,k)〉 − 〈0(A)|(Fˆ (A))2(t,k)|0(A)〉(A),
where |0〉(A) is the adiabatic vacuum and Fˆ some field
operator. This opens the possibility of having negative-
defined power spectra. According to the reasoning in [2],
instead, one should expect the vacuum expectation value
(VEV) of a positive-defined quadratic quantity like the
energy density to be always positive. The most famous
example that invalidates this reasoning is the Casimir ef-
fect [4]. The electromagnetic energy density between two
infinite parallel conducting plates is positive defined but
its VEV is ultraviolet divergent. After renormalization,
it becomes finite, negative, constant over space, and its
effect (an attractive force between the plates) has been
confirmed experimentally.
3. The validity of the adiabatic renormalization pro-
cedure was criticized in [5, 6]. As stressed in [7], the
adiabatic renormalization is a formal procedure [7]: One
subtracts from the exact solution and mode-by-mode the
corresponding approximate adiabatic solution, the latter
being generally a “good” approximation in the ultravi-
olet part of the spectrum. However, in order to assure
conservation of the renormalized stress tensor, one must
apply this subtraction also to modes in the infrared part
of the spectrum. When the adiabatic subtraction is ap-
plied, as postulated in [5, 6], only to high-momentum
modes for which the adiabatic approximation is mathe-
matically accurate, it amounts to the introduction of an
effective (time-dependent) infrared cut-off for the adia-
batic counter-terms, and it is then accompanied by the
physically unacceptable result of having a non-conserved
renormalized stress tensor [8].
In conclusion, the criticisms in [2] are physically and
mathematically unfounded. Therefore, we stand by our
original results and conclusions.
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